The International Society of Exposure Science (ISES) is the leading professional society for practitioners,
researchers, and decision-makers working in the ﬁeld of exposure science.
Our annual meetings bring together hundreds of leading environmental and health experts from around
the world, including representatives from academia, government, the private sector and
non-governmental organizations. Our upcoming meeting, ISES2021, will be a live virtual event between
August 30th and September 2nd, with archived content accessible for one year This is the premier venue
to promote information sharing and facilitate discussion on exposure science and related ﬁelds.
Don’t miss this opportunity to highlight your organization’s support of cutting edge exposure science!
As an exhibitor or sponsor, you have a unique opportunity to engage with representatives of the global
exposure science community. Bring your newest services or products directly to the many researchers
and decision makers who impact how we assess and evaluate human and ecological
exposures.Regardless of sponsorship level, your organization’s name and logo will be seen by
environmental and health experts from around the world.
Learn about the various opportunities and options in sponsoring and supporting the ISES 2021 virtual
meeting by clicking the button below. Please email Sarah Dee at sdee@intlexposurescience.org or Dr.
Amina Salamova at asalamov@indiana.edu if your organization is interested in becoming a supporter of
the ISES 2021 Virtual Annual Meeting.

Acknowledgment throughout the virtual platform,
including your logo displayed on a “virtual kiosk” in the
lobby area of the platform and on the rotating Venue
Promo Board which is visible throughout the virtual
environment.
A “booth” in the virtual platform that can be customized
with your branding. Virtual booths give you the ability to
display video, graphics, downloads (PDF, DOC, PPT, ZIP,
JPG, PNG), and URL links, along with chat to the booth
host or group chat.
Your logo displayed on both the home page and the
exhibitor page of the ISES2021 meeting website.
Acknowledgment in the meeting abstract book.
Text to Chat feature as part of your exhibitor booth in the
virtual environment. This capability allows you to connect
with attendees without the video chat or them being in
your booth.
Access for registrants to visit your booth in the virtual
environment until September 2022. Conference content
will be available on line viewing for a full year after the
meeting ends, and your booth will be available for
viewing for that year-long period.
Complimentary meeting registrations (Platinum has 4,
Gold and Silver have 2 and Bronze has 1)
The ability to host a scheduled chat in the Networking
Lounge.
Acknowledgments on ISES and ISES 2021 social media
platforms (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook). Sponsors will be
acknowledged at least three times, individually and
collectively, between the completion of sponsorship
agreement and the end of the calendar year.
Featured in new technologies demo session (sensor fair)
Pre and Post Attendee List
Email blast dedicated to product/service
Recognition in all email blasts leading up to the event
Lead capture from any visitors or requested info from
your page
Investment
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Acknowledgment throughout the virtual
platform, including your logo displayed on a
“virtual kiosk” in the lobby area of the
platform and on the rotating Venue Promo
Board which is visible throughout the virtual
environment.
A “booth” in the virtual platform that can be
customized with your branding. Virtual
booths give you the ability to display video,
graphics, downloads (PDF, DOC, PPT, ZIP,
JPG, PNG), and URL links, along with chat to
the booth host or group chat.
Your logo displayed on both the home page
and the exhibitor page of the ISES2021
meeting website.
Acknowledgment in the meeting abstract
book.
Text to chat feature as part of exhibitor
booth--allows you to connect with attendees
without the video chat or them being at your
booth
Access for registrants to visit your booth in
the virtual environment until September
2022. Conference content will be available on
line viewing for a full year after the meeting
ends, and your booth will be available for
viewing for that year-long period.
Complimentary meeting registrations
(Platinum has 4, Gold and Silver have 2 and
Bronze has 1)
Complimentary meeting registrations (how
many?)
Your logo displayed on the ISES society
website.
The ability to host a scheduled chat in the
Networking Lounge.
Acknowledgments on ISES and ISES 2021
social media platforms (LinkedIn, Twitter,
Facebook). Sponsors will be acknowledged
at least three times, individually and
collectively, between the completion of
sponsorship agreement and the end of the
calendar year.
Featured in new technologies demo session
(sensor fair)
Pre and Post Attendee List
Email blast dedicated to product/service
Recognition in all email blasts leading up to
the event
Lead capture from any visitors or requested
info from your page
Investment
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